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Abstract
The majority of scales observed at geothermal facilities exploring the Malm Aquifer
in the Bavarian Molasse Basin are carbonates. They form due to a disruption of the
lime–carbonic acid equilibrium during production caused by a reduction of the partial
pressure of carbon dioxide due to pressure change and degassing. These scales are
found at the pumps, production pipes, filters, heat exchangers, and occasionally in the
injection pipes. In this study, scales of all sections of geothermal facilities were taken.
The database consists of scale samples from 13 geothermal pumps, 6,000 m production pipe (sample interval 10 - 12 m), 11 heat exchanger revisions, 2 injection pipes,
and numerous filter elements. The samples were analyzed by SEM-EDX, XRD, Raman
spectroscopy, and acid digestion to assess their chemical and mineralogical composition. From direct gauge measurements at six facilities during pump changes, scale
rates were determined along the production pipes. From indirect measurements (multifinger caliper measurements) scale rates are derived for the region below the pump.
Hydrochemical analyses from the wellhead were taken from 13 sites to feed the hydrogeochemical models. The calcite scale rates in the production pipes increase from the
pump to the wellhead, where they reach 1.5 - 4.1 µmol/(m2 · s). Scale rates below the
pump reach up to 1.5 µmol/(m2 · s). Given the slight change of hydrochemistry on the
rise through the production pipe, where < 4 % of dissolved calcium ions precipitate as
scale, scale rates cannot be derived from water samples at the wellhead, but require
direct gauge measurements. The small amount of precipitation, together with fully
turbulent conditions suggests that all measured rates are controlled by the surfacereaction of calcite crystallization following the nomenclature of Appelo and Postma
(2004). Two approaches are used for the modeling of the scale rates. The first approach
is based on hydrogeochemical modeling with PHREEQC. Scale rates calculated by
this method are one order of magnitude higher than the measured ones. The second
approach is based on correlations between the measured scale rates at the wellhead at
six facilities and identified thermodynamic scale drivers ( log (pCO2),  total pressure,
 pH, and SIcalcite ). The correlations allow linear regressions which are used for the prediction of the scale rate at the wellhead, along the whole production pipe, and below.
The modeling results show that scale prediction based on the new regressions that rely
on thermodynamic scale drivers works better than existing hydrogeochemical models,
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already without implementation of kinetic parameters (CO2-stripping and magnesium
inhibition).
Keywords: Scales, Scaling, Precipitation, Rate, Kinetics, Calcite, CaCO3, Carbonate,
Malm aquifer, Bavarian Molasse Basin, PHREEQC, Modeling

Introduction
Geothermal energy usage in the Bavarian Molasse Basin

Geothermal energy is a promising part of a renewable energy mix providing green energy
year round (Bayerisches Staatsministerium 2019). The carbonate sedimentary rocks of
the Upper Jurassic, also called ’Malm aquifer’, located in the Bavarian Molasse Basin
(BMB), host a large potential for geothermal usage with temperatures of up to 150 ◦ C
and flow rates up to 150 L/s (Bauer et al. 2014; Eyerer et al. 2017). In 2018, 26 geothermal
facilities with a total power of 296 MWth and 34 MWel were installed (Flechtner and
Aubele 2019), and many new projects are planned or are already in construction Bayerisches Staatsministerium (2019). The local energy provider of Munich, the Stadtwerke
München (SWM), is dedicated to the goal of providing the capital of Bavaria with 100 %
carbon dioxide-neutral heat by the year 2040, mainly by further development of geothermal energy production from the Bavarian Malm aquifer (Stadtwerke München 2019).
The geothermal facilities producing from the Bavarian Malm aquifer are composed
of doublet or triplet systems with one or two production wells, and one or two injection wells. By the use of an electrical submersible pump (ESP), hot geothermal water is
pumped from a depth of up to 5,000 m to the surface. Here, the energy is transferred by
heat exchangers to district heating systems or to a power generation unit (e.g. organic
Rankine cycle—ORC). This way, only the heat of the thermal water is extracted, but the
thermal water circulates in a closed system. After heat extraction, the cooled water is
reinjected into the same aquifer through the injection well, which reaches the target
aquifer typically in a few kilometers of horizontal distance (Bauer et al. 2014).
Mineral precipitation and buildup in pipes, also known as scales or scalings, are a common problem of geothermal plants. Growth of scale in pipes reduces the technical and
economic efficiency of geothermal plants, and requires frequent, costly maintenance or
even process modification of installed geothermal plants. Mineral buildup can occur on
any surface exposed to the geothermal fluid, including the submersible pump, its motor,
the production pipes, and ground-level components, such as heat exchangers (Wanner
et al. 2017; Herbrich 2016; Boch et al. 2017).
Background of CaCO3 scale formation

The thermal water contained in the aquifer has equilibrated with the carbonate rock
during its long residence time according to the carbonic acid equilibrium (Wanner et al.
2017). This equilibrium is maintained by three parallel occurring reactions depending
on pH and temperature (Equations 1 - 3) (Appelo and Postma 2004). When the pH rises
or when CO2 is removed from the system, the equilibrium shifts so that the solubility is
exceeded, and dissolved calcium carbonate (CaCO3) can precipitate.

CaCO3 + H+ ⇋ Ca2+ + HCO−
3,

(1)
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CaCO3 + H2 CO∗3 ⇋ Ca2+ + 2HCO−
3,

(2)

−
CaCO3 + H2 O ⇋ Ca2+ + HCO−
3 + OH ,

(3)

where H2 CO∗3 = CO2(aq) + H2 CO3. At 25 ◦ C only 0.2 % of H2 CO∗3 is carbonic acid
(H2 CO3) while the major part is dissolved aqueous CO2(aq) (Appelo and Postma 2004).
The distribution of the carbonate species can be calculated by hydrochemical speciation software, e.g. the open-source software PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo 1999).
Note that for internal calculation, PHREEQC does not differentiate between CO2(aq) and
H2 CO3, and summarizes these two species with the name of the more abundant species
CO2(aq) (Appelo and Postma 2004). To account for other species and complexes which
are relevant in carbonate systems, PHREEQC, which uses the thermodynamic data from
+
the database phreeqc.dat, also calculates the activities of CO2(g), CaHCO+
3 , CaOH ,
CaSO4 , MgCO3, and MgHCO+
3.
The solubility product (Equation 4) for calcite at 25 ◦C is 3.3 · 10 −9 mol2 / L2, respectively,
the logK is -8.48 mol2/ L2 (Parkhurst and Appelo 1999). The solubility of calcite decreases
strongly with increasing temperature.

Ksp (CaCO3 ) = [Ca2+ ] · [CO2−
3 ],

(4)

where Ksp is the solubility product, and [Ca2+] and [CO2−
3 ] are the activities of dissolved
2−
2+
[Ca ] and [CO3 ] ions that can coexist in equilibrium with solid calcite.
The saturation index of calcite (SIcalcite) indicates if the solubility product is exceeded.
In other words, the SI shows if the CaCO3 resulting from Equations 1 – 3 stays dissolved
(SIcalcite ≤ 0) or precipitates (SIcalcite > 0).
The SI is defined as

SI = log

IAP
,
Ksp

(5)

where IAP is the ion activity product of the actual activities of Ca2+ and CO2−
3 , as
explained in detail in Appelo and Postma (2004).
Due to the carbonatic matrix in the Malm aquifer, the geothermal fluid has a carbonatic
composition, and 95 % of the observed scales consist of CaCO3. Most of the CaCO3 is calcite where a minor portion (6 - 7 mol %) of calcium is substituted by magnesium (Wanner
et al. 2017; Herbrich 2016; Boch et al. 2017; Eichinger 2016).
For the calculation of SIcalcite, PHREEQC uses the ion activity product and solubility
product according to Eqs. 4 and 5. For the calculation of the calcite precipitation kinetics,
the rate equation of Plummer et al. (1978) is implemented in PHREEQC according to Equation 6. This equation combines Eqs. 1 – 3, and adds the backward reaction, i.e. precipitation. Further lab experiments determined rate constants based on this equation (Chou et al.
1989; Talman et al. 1990).

r = k1 · [H+ ] + k2 · [H2 CO3 ] + k3 · [H2 O] − k4 · [Ca2+ ][HCO−
3]

(6)

with the specific reaction rate r of dissolution, the rate constants k1, k2, k3 and k4 , and the
activities of the reactants. The first term of the equation depends on [H+], respectively
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pH, and is important at pH < 3.5. The second term is dominant at a pH of 3.5 - 7.0,
depends on [H2 CO3], and is controlled by partial pressure of CO2. The third term has a
major effect at pH > 7.0 and represents hydrolysis of CaCO3. The fourth term describes
the backwards reaction of the first term, i.e. precipitation. However, as long as [H+] and
[H2 CO3] stay constant, the fourth term also accounts for the backward reaction of the
second and third terms (Appelo and Postma 2004; Plummer et al. 1978).
These rate constants are dependent on temperature and activity coefficients. Diffusion is not incorporated in the equation, assuming fully mixed conditions. Since in field
experiments mixture is not always complete, a diffusive boundary layer may form, leading to smaller rates than the theoretically calculated ones (Dreybrodt et al. 1992; Plummer et al. 2000).
The overall reaction rate for the dissolution/precipitation of calcite can be calculated
according to the following equation (Appelo and Postma 2004):

R=r·

A0
·
V



mt
m0

n

· g(C),

(7)

where R is the overall reaction rate (mol/(L · s)), r specific reaction rate (mol/(m2 · s)),
A0 calcite surface area (m2), V volume (m3), m0 initial moles of calcite (mol), m moles of
calcite at a given time (mol), and n factor which accounts for the change of the surface/
volume during dissolution (for cubes or spheres: n = 2/3). The parameter g(C) accounts
for effects of the solution composition on the rate. This can be pH, distance from equilibrium, and effects of catalysis and inhibition (Appelo and Postma 2004; Ganor and
Lasaga 1998).
Calcite scales are observed at different parts of the geothermal cycle. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic geothermal facility with hydrogeochemical modeling points (1 - 9)
used in this manuscript. It also shows key processes, and photographs of typical scales at
each section.
Simulation point 1 denotes the geothermal reservoir, where the rock, water and gases
are in thermodynamic equilibrium (SI = 0) (Wanner et al. 2017). When the water is
lifted towards the surface, the hydrostatic pressure decreases, and the partial pressure
of CO2, (p(CO2)), decreases slightly due to changes of the molar volumes and activity
coefficients (Tanger and Helgeson 1988; Shock et al. 1992; Parkhurst and Appelo 2013;
Hörbrand et al. 2018). The decreasing partial pressure of CO2 leads to increasing pH,
increased calcite SI, and to an increasing potential for calcite scale formation.
In the lower casing below the pump (between simulation point 1 and 2), where the
pressure is high, no scale is observed. The pipes show rather traces of corrosion caused
by H2 S than scales. This corrosion results in a layer of iron sulfides on the pipes (Wanner
et al. 2017). Higher in the production casing but still below the geothermal pump, the
partial pressure of CO2 has decreased enough to produce small amounts of scale inside
the pipes. Additionally, scale pieces can be found there that formed at the pump and settled down. To our knowledge, scales below the pump have not yet been investigated in
the BMB.
When the thermal water touches the hot surface of the ESP motor (simulation point 2),
scale formation is additionally promoted by the reduced calcite solubility at increased

Fig. 1 Schematic figure of geothermal facility with simulation points
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temperature. To our knowledge, no detailed studies on scale at the motor in the BMB are
available.
For the investigation of scales at the ESP, the sampling location matters. At the pump
intake (simulation point 3), remobilized scale particles accumulate and are additionally
cemented together by new calcite precipitation. Scales from this part have been investigated at one site by Wanner et al. (2017).
Scales inside the ESP (between simulation points 3 and 4) have been analyzed at one
site each by Wanner et al. (2017), and Herbrich et al. (2015), and are caused by decreased
partial pressure of CO2 and degassing due to a pressure drop during acceleration of the
fluid in the first few pump stages (Wanner et al. 2017). Scales at the outside of the ESP,
where the water is less exchanged than inside or below the pump, have been investigated
at one site by Herbrich (2016).
Scales in the production pipes (between simulation points 4 and 5) have been investigated at two sites (Wanner et al. 2017; Boch et al. 2017) and at one other site (Herbrich
2016; Herbrich et al. 2015). The latter reported an increase of scale thickness towards the
wellhead. Degassing in the pump is also considered to be the main cause of scales in the
production pipes and the ground-level facilities in front of the heat exchanger (Wanner
et al. 2017).
Scales at the filters (between simulation points 5 and 6) are reported from Boch et al.
(2017). Local pressure inside the filter elements can cause degassing and accelerated calcite scale formation.
Scales at the heat exchanger (between simulation points 6 and 7) have been investigated at two sites by Boch et al. (2017).
Nothing is published so far about scales at the cold side behind the heat exchanger
(simulation point 7) and the subsequent injection pipes (simulation point 8).
The theoretical thermodynamic processes of scale formation are for the most part
understood. Calcite scales are formed either by a reduction of the CO2 partial pressure
or by an increase of the temperature (Schröder and Hesshaus 2009; Merkel and Arab
2018).
However, the kinetics of scale formation have only been determined at two isolated
sites (Wanner et al. 2017; Herbrich 2016) and the authors did not come up with practical quantitative correlations and predictions of the scale rate based on the operational
parameters and hydrochemistry. The kinetics of scale formation in geothermal facilities
are particularly hard to predict because many parameters change simultaneously, i.e.
pressure, temperature, the occurrence of gas bubbles, and the flow velocity. For instance,
stripping and redissolution kinetics of CO2 are dynamic effects which can until now only
be monitored at the wellhead so that processes in the production pipes could not yet be
quantified (Wanner et al. 2017).
Furthermore, until now, no one investigated if the scale process in geothermal facilities is surface-reaction limited or transport-limited according to the nomenclature of
Appelo and Postma (2004). This has strong implications for scale prediction and for the
operation of the facilities, because it indicates whether increased production rates will
increase the scale rate.
The kinetic inhibiting effect of Mg2+ ions is an additional parameter that is generally well known from the literature (Gutjahr et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2001). Zhang et al.
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(2001) investigated scale formation by blocking experiments at a pH of 5.9 to 7.5 and
a pressure of 10 - 100 bar. They found a reduction of the growth rate of calcite by 40 %
when the Ca/Mg ratio was decreased from 10 to 2.5. This inhibitory effect is not yet
quantitatively implemented in hydrochemical models, even though the factor C in Equation 6 could be used for this. Therefore, this inhibitory effect needs to be determined for
every new setting. Moreover, other species can inhibit calcite kinetics, as well, e.g. iron,
sulphates, phosphates (Appelo and Postma 2004; Gutjahr et al. 1996), and organic acids
(Sanjuan and Girard 1996). In addition, shear stress can inhibit scale formation (Richard
and Speck 2015; Zhao and Chen 2013; Karabelas 2002; Andritsos et al. 1997).
Considering the scarce data and knowledge on scale kinetics in geothermal facilities
in the BMB, there is a need for empirical investigation of scale rates at all sections, comparison of these scale rates between different geothermal sites, and the prediction of
these scales. Therefore, the objective of our study is to explore the drivers of scale formation and facilitate the prediction of rates by an empirical investigation of unprecedented
detail, including 16 experimental sites in the BMB, and one from the adjacent Austrian
Molasse Basin.
These goals are approached by direct scale thickness measurements, morphological investigations including crystal size measurements, and by the analyses of the
hydrochemistry and gases throughout the facilities. Hydrogeochemical modeling with
PHREEQC is used to calculate saturation indices, pH, the degassing pressure, and the
scale rate. Furthermore, correlations of different hydrochemical and operational parameters with the scale rate are tested. Empirical regressions are derived that allow the
prediction of scale rate based on hydrochemical analyses and operational parameters.
Finally, the regressions are validated at other sites.

Materials and methods
Description of the facilities

Table 1 summarizes the occurrence of scales and the related operational parameters.
While the production temperatures vary from 63 to 140 ◦ C, the injection temperatures
are generally around 60 - 70 ◦ C. However, injection temperatures can be temporarily as high as the production temperature when water is bypassed at the ground level
due to maintenance or low heat demand. All investigated 17 facilities exploit the same
aquifer, and 13 show scales. These scales are dominated by calcite (> 95 %), which in
most cases occur on the production side. 10 out of 11 facilities with production temperatures > 97 ◦ C and production rates > 50 L/s have calcite scales. Furthermore, also
4 out of 5 facilities which produce electricity or combined heat-electricity show scales.
The injection pressure at 7 out of 8 facilities is maintained at a very low level (< 2 bar).
At facility 17, the fluid is continuously injected by a pump. The facilities differ widely in
the depth of the reservoir. The production rates of the facilities range widely from 4 to
155 L/s, and some facilities have also a seasonal variation adapted to the heat demand.
The maintained ground-level pressures differ from 5 to 22 bar. Moreover, the thermal
waters contain different amounts of natural oil. However, this was not quantified or
characterized, in this study.
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Table 1 Occurrence of scales at geothermal facilities in the BMB indicating operational
parameters, sorted by water groups according to Table 2
Site no. Type
of facility

T prod.,
◦
C

T inj.,
◦
C

Q prod., L/s p groundl.,
bar

p inj., bar Top Malm Scales
(TVD), m

13

Heat

85

84

11

2130

15

Heat

63

26

8

1815

Fe-sulf.

17

Heat-electr.

114

155

13

4535

cc, Fe-sulf.

57

10

Cu-sulf.,
apatite
8

Heat-electr.

140

45

100

8

<2

3773

cc, vat, Fesulf.

10

Electr.

137

50

135

13

<2

3485

cc, Fe-sulf.,
Cu-sulf.

7

Electr.

132

73

11

<2

3200

cc, Fe-sulf.

9

Electr.

132

135

14

<2

3330

cc, Fe-sulf.,
Cu-sulf.

<2

3150

16

Heat

105

5

Heat-electr.

128

45-60

30

5

125

11

2300
cc
Fe-sulf.,
Cu-sulf.

6

Heat-electr.

123

58

111

9

<2

2986

cc, Fe-sulf.,
Cu-sulf.

2

Heat

87

80

12

2170

3a

Heat

104

66

50

20

2818

cc, Fe-sulf.

3b

Heat

99

66

33

18

2946

cc, Fe-sulf.

18

Heat-electr.

98

60

12

Heat

93

40

14

Heat

88

1

Heat

83

70

cc
11

<2

2509

70

17

1970

4

22

2400

Type of facility = heat, electricity, or combined heat-electricity, T prod. = production temperature, T inj. = injection
temperature, Q prod. = production rate, p groundl. = ground-level pressure, p inj. = injection pressure. TVD = true vertical
depth. Type of scales: cc = calcite, vat = vaterite, Fe-sulf. = iron sulfides, Cu-sulf. = copper sulfides

Scale sample collection and scale measurement

Scale samples were collected during maintenance works of the geothermal facilities
from all affected and accessible sections of the geothermal cycle. In total, 13 geothermal pumps, 6,000 m production pipe (sample interval 10 - 12 m), 11 heat exchanger
revisions, 2 injection pipes and numerous filter elements were sampled, analyzed and
evaluated. A focus was set on the investigation of the production pipes, which provides
insights into the development of scale rates from the pump at 600 -1,000 m depth up
to the wellhead. Regarding the production pipes, the dataset consists of six geothermal
facilities, of which four have been analyzed over two or three pump changes. The scale
thickness was determined by averaging at least three sliding caliper measurements at
different positions of the same sample location. Samples were registered, packed individually and stored for further analyses.
At one site (site 6), scales in the casing surrounding the ESP and below, were evaluated based on multifinger caliper measurements (MFC). This is the only available source
of information about scale in these inaccessible pipes, where neither scale sample collection nor direct measurements are possible. The MFC reached down to a depth of
3,000 m. The scale gauge of the lower casing was deduced from the difference to a MFC
conducted 5 years before.
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Analytical methods

The main part of the analyses of the scale samples was done by scanning electron
microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX). SEM-EDX provides
morphological data, element spectra, and visualization of the microstructure. Before
the measurement, samples with a high oil content were rinsed with n-hexane (Chemsolute, min. 99 %) about five times to remove any oil. Oil removal was necessary for all
samples of facilities 3a, 3b, and 6, and for some of the pump and motor samples of the
other facilities. The samples were then rinsed with ultrapure water once or twice and
dried in a desiccator for a few days to remove residual moisture. After sputtering a gold
layer onto the samples, they were visualized by SEM (Tescan Vega, 3 LM, Software: Vega
TC, Kohoutovice, Czech Republic), and measured by EDX (EDX Oxford Instruments,
x-act, Software: Aztex, Austin TX 78744, USA). Mineralogical data were validated
using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman micro-spectroscopy. The SEM-EDX images
were processed with ImageJ (Schindelin et al. 2012) to measure the pore- and crystal
size distribution. The crystal size is of particular interest, since it is reported to correlate
with supersaturation (Beck and Andreassen 2012; Larsen et al. 2006). Hence, we tested
whether the crystal size could be used as an indicator of the prediction of scale rates.
For quantitative elemental analysis, microwave hydrochloric acid digestions (36 %) of the
scales were conducted by heating the sample for 30 min at 220 ◦ C. After cooling and
diluting, cations were detected by ICP-MS (PerkinElmer, NexION 350D).
Water and gas composition

At 13 of the facilities, the hydrochemical composition of the geothermal water was analyzed. Water and gas samples were collected at temperatures ranging from 30 - 75◦ C,
consistently at 1.0 bar absolute pressure. For this, the water was cooled down by a chilling-unit connected to the pipes in front of the automatic filter (point 5 in Figure 1).
The pH value, temperature, electric conductivity, and redox potential were measured
on-site (InLab Expert Go-ISM resp. InLab 738-ISM resp. InLab Redox ORP, MettlerToledo, Germany). Dissolved CO2 and acid capacity were analyzed by titration in the
field (0.1 M HCl (Carl Roth), 0.1 M NaOH (Carl Roth)), and the colorimetric indicators
phenolphthalein (Merck) and cooper (Sigma-Aldrich)). In the lab, anions were quantified by IC (Dionex, IC25). Calcium was determined by EDTA titration. The other cations were determined by AAS (PerkinElmer, 3300), and AES (ELEX 6361, Eppendorf ).
The gas loading (gas volume per water volume) was determined at 1.0 bar pressure and
temperatures ranging from 30 - 75◦ C by an on-site degassing unit as described in Baumann (2016). By the use of ideal gas law, the gas loading was normalized to standard
conditions (1.013 bar, 0 ◦ C) and indicated as NmL/L. During the on-site degassing, gas
samples (1 L glass) were taken, and the composition was later analyzed by GC–MS (Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010 Ultra, Kyoto, Japan) with helium as carrier gas.
Hydrogeochemical modeling

Based on the method of Baumann (2016) which uses numerical back-calculation of
hydrochemistry to reservoir conditions, SIcalcite , pH, and degassing pressure were calculated for the wellhead (point 5 in Figure 1) at six representative facilities with the
software PHREEQC and the phreeqc.dat database (Parkhurst and Appelo 1999). The
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back-calculation to reservoir conditions (point 1 in Figure 1) is required since water
and gas samples taken at the surface at ambient conditions have changed compared to
the physical and chemical conditions present in the pipes. In PHREEQC, the pressure
effect on partial pressure of CO2 and SIcalcite is incorporated by the SUPCRT-modifiedRedlich–Rosenfeld (SmoRR) equation, which is a complex function of temperature,
pressure, and solution composition (Parkhurst and Appelo 2013). The model includes
the main inorganic species related to carbonate equilibria (CO2(g), CO2(l), CaCO3, HCO−
3,
+
+
CaSO
CaHCO+
MgHCO
CaOH
MgCO
,
,
,
,
and
),
but
does
not
include
hydrocarbons.
4
3
3
3
The models for the six selected facilities are consistent since the back-calculation yields
the measured fluid composition for sampling conditions at the wellhead. The degassing pressure represents the pressure at which a free gas phase forms in the geothermal
pipes. A minimum gas volume of 0.01 mL/L was defined to show the degassing pressure.
Scale rates were modeled by Equation 6 (Plummer et al. 1978), which is implemented
in phreeqc.dat and attached in the (Additional files 1). The surface-to-volume-ratio was
calculated from the pipe geometries.
Calculation of scale rates and mass balance

The scale rates are calculated in mol/(m2 · s) treating the scale as pure calcite with a
density of 2.710 g/cm3 (Tegethoff 2013), despite the small portion of incorporated magnesium. For the production pipes, the attachment surface of the precipitates refers to the
inner cylindrical surface, and the time refers to the time period between installation and
extraction of the pipes. The rates in the production pipes were correlated to the pressure
resulting from hydrostatic pressure and wellhead pressure.
By comparison of the mass of calcite scale along the production pipe to the ion concentrations of calcium and hydrogen carbonate measured at the wellhead, the relative
change of the hydrochemical composition during rise in the production pipe was calculated. It was tested if the amount of scale can be deduced from variations of ion concentrations at the wellhead.
Parameter analysis

To quantify the influence of each hydrochemical or operational parameter, the scale rate
at the wellhead was related to each parameter. At the wellhead, scale thickness can be
measured best due to the highest thickness, and the effect of the geothermal pump on the
scale rate is less strong than in the rest of the production pipe (Herbrich 2016). Therefore,
hydrochemical and operational parameters can be studied best at the wellhead.

Results and discussion
Analysis of hydrochemical composition

Table 2 shows the hydrochemical analyses of the investigated facilities. The charge balance of all samples is <5 %. Waters were sorted into groups based on TDS, Ca/Mg, and
geographic location (weighed in this order). Here, the ratio Ca/Mg indicates a dolomitic
reservoir for group 1 and a limestone reservoir for groups 2 – 4 (Langmuir 1971).
The ratio (Na+ + K+ − Cl− )/HCO−
3 serves as a quantitative indicator of cation
2+
2+
exchange where Ca and Mg exchange with Na+ or K+ incorporated in clay minerals
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of higher strata. The ratio is high, if ion exchange occurred (strongest in group 2) or if
the concentration of other anions (sulphuric species) is high (group 4).
serves as quantitative parameter for the
The ratio of (S2− + HS− )/SO2−
4
redox-conditions.
Scale occurrence, composition, and morphology

All facilities except for facilities 2, 13, and 16 have scales. The SEM-EDX measurements
showed that averaged over all sections of the affected facilities, > 95 % (mass percent) of
the scales consist of calcite with some incorporation of magnesium. Mineralogical differences between the different sections of the facilities only concern accessory minerals.
The Ca/Mg ratio of the scales in the investigated plants is in the range of 11 - 16. The
results were confirmed by XRD, transmitted light microscopy, Raman micro-spectroscopy, and acid digestion.
Modeled hydrochemical parameters

A hydrogeochemical model was established for six selected facilities as an example. For
these sites, pH and SIcalcite at the wellhead were calculated. At first glance, and without any
additional operational parameters, almost no correlation can be seen between hydrochemistry and scale occurrence. Only the low SIcalcite of site 16 correlates with absence of scale.
Measured gases and modeled degassing pressure

Figure 2 shows the high variability of gas loads, gas composition, and the calculated
degassing pressure. Gas loads range from 10 to 360 NmL/L. At the applied degassing
pressure of 1.0 bar, the gas composition is dominated by CH4 with 46 - 75 % by volume.
Samples with high CH4 content suggest influence of oil-field waters infiltrating from
higher strata (Mayrhofer 2013). This infiltration is strong at facilities 2 and 3b, as can
be seen from the high salinity of these sites (Table 2). Lower CH4 contents point to less

Fig. 2 Normalized gas load and gas composition with indication of degassing temperature during sampling
(p = 1.0 bar). The degassing pressure is calculated for the production temperature given as p degass. *No
data for back-calculation
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9
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4844
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656
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4.41
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(S

HCO−
3 (meq/meq)

8

−

(Na+ + K+ − Cl− )/

17

2

2.00

2.11

2

680

634

15

(mmol/L)

13

(mg/L)

Nr.

CO2

1

TDS

Site

1

Group

6.42

6.73

6.69

6.66

**

6.72

6.75

**

**

pH*

5.00

12.85

7.24

4.98

5.08

4.92

4.33

3.36

4.52

4.23

4.11

5.90

5.20

(mmol/L)

HCO−
3

0.23

0.17

0.20

0.22

**

0.24

0.30

**

**

calcite*

SI

2.36

1.05

3.57

0.85

1.09

0.71

0.51

0.58

0.25

0.42

0.85

0.96

0.93

(mmol/L)

Ca2+

Table 2 Analysis of geothermal waters at the wellhead of the investigated facilities

Na − Ca − HCO3 − Cl

Na − HCO3 − Cl

Na − HCO3 − Cl

Na − HCO3 − Cl

Na − HCO3 − Cl

Na − HCO3 − Cl

Na − Ca − HCO3 − Cl

Na − Ca − HCO3 − Cl

Na − Ca − HCO3 − Cl

Water type

0.75

0.24

1.29

0.23

0.25

0.18

0.11

0.12

0.08

0.09

0.18

0.45

0.39

(mmol/L)

Mg2+

3.1

4.3

2.8

3.7

4.4

3.9

4.6

5.0

3.0

4.5

4.6

2.1

2.4

(mmol/mmol)

Ca/Mg

cc, cc

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.

cc, vat, Fe-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.,
apatite

Fe-sulf.

Scales

cc, Fe-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.

cc

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.

cc, vat, Fe-sulf.

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf., apatite

Fe-sulf.

Scales
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3b

4

0.82

0.29

0.67

8.11
4.00

1.86
**

**

**

**

pH*

**

**

**

**

calcite*

SI

Na − Cl − HCO3

Na − Cl − HCO3

Na-Cl

Na − Cl − HCO3

Water type

cc, Fe-sulf.,cc

cc, Fe-sulf.,cc

cc, Fe-sulf., Cu-sulf.

Scales

Total dissolved solids = TDS. * = calculated values. **No data for back-calculation. Four groups of geothermal waters can be distinguished: 1) low-saline dolomite in the northeast of Munich, 2) low-saline limestone
southeast of Munich, 3) medium-saline limestone southeast of Munich, 4) high-saline gas-rich western Molasse Basin. Water type = according to Furtak & Langguth (1965)
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4
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infiltration from higher strata. The other two major gas components are N2 with 1 - 46 %
and CO2 with 0 - 39 %. It is important to note that the gas composition is highly dependent on the degassing pressure during sample collection. This explains why at other gas
analyses of the same carbonate Malm waters, where degassing was conducted at roughly
30 mbar absolute pressure, the extracted gas is dominated by CO2 (Wanner et al. 2017).
The calculated degassing pressures, where a volume of 0.01 mL/L gas phase forms in
the fluid, vary between 3.9 and 14.4 bar for the six modeled facilities. The rest of the
gases (ethane, propane and H2 S) contribute only minor portions to the gas mixture. The
gas load has a temporal variation, too, which is reported to be in the range of ± 20 %
over one year (Wanner et al. 2017). These variations are much stronger for CH4 and N2
than for CO2 (Wanner et al. 2017). Inside the central BMB, a generally increasing trend
of the gas load from east to west and from north to south can be observed from our data.
The western BMB is excluded from that trend (sites 2a, 2b and 3).
Despite the small portion, H2 S is considered to be the main corrosive gas in the system since the steel surfaces are covered by iron sulfides representing the corresponding
corrosion product (Wanner et al. 2017; Herbrich 2016; Boch et al. 2017). Dissolved CO2
partly forms H2 CO3, which is also corrosive but produces iron carbonate FeCO3 (Kahyarian et al. 2017), which is not observed on the pipes in the Molasse Basin. N2 and CH4
generally do not contribute to corrosion (Leygraf et al. 2016), (Popoola et al. 2013; Latosov et al. 2017).
Based on Figure 2, two effects on the scale rate are expected: The first effect has a
thermodynamic rationale, postulating a dependence of the scale rate on the CO2 partial
pressure. This means that the decrease in CO2 partial pressure due to decompression
in the pipe is greater if the CO2 makes up a larger portion of the gas composition. The
second effect on the scale rate is a kinetic effect due to CO2-stripping into gas bubbles
which formed due to degassing of gases with lower solubility, e.g. CH4 or N2. This means
that removal of CO2 is kinetically favoured if gas stripping occurs, no matter which gas
is the first one to start degassing. This effect is also active when the proportion of CO2
in the total gas is small. The stripping effect would be accelerated at higher gas loads.
This leads to the question whether scale formation can be predicted based on thermodynamic drivers (effect 1, i.e. CO2 partial pressure) or whether kinetic effects (effect 2, i.e.
CO2 stripping and Mg-inhibition) must be considered, too. This question is elucidated in
the following sections.
Scale drivers

To provide a basis for subsequent correlations with scale formation, Figure 3 summarizes
the thermodynamic scale drivers. The Figure shows how the hydrochemistry changes on
the way from the reservoir (black bars) to the wellhead (blue bars), as calculated with
PHREEQC for the six modeled facilities. Since the water is in carbonic acid equilibrium
in the reservoir (Wanner et al. 2017), the shift of the parameters is crucial for calcite
scale formation, but not the absolute value of the parameters. For a better comparison
of the sites and the general scale susceptibility, the hydrochemistry is also modeled for a
so-called standard wellhead of 5 bar (red bars).
Some parameters (pressure, CO2 partial pressure, pH, SIcalcite ) experience a shift on
the way up to the wellhead. Other parameters (temperature, Ca2+ concentration, and
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Fig. 3 Scale-driving parameters at reservoir pressure (black bars: simulation point 1 (according to Fig. 1)),
at standardized wellhead pressure at 5 bar (red bars: simulation point 5), and at real wellhead pressure at
5–14 bar (blue bars: simulation point 5). X-axis shows site number. a total pressure, b logarithmic partial
pressure of CO2, c pH, d SIcalcite, e temperature, f sum of free gas phase, g calcium ion concentration, h
calcium ion activity, i bicarbonate ion concentration, k bicarbonate ion activity

−
Ca2+ activity, as well as HCO−
3 concentration and HCO3 activity), however, stay more or
less constant. The sum of free gas load experiences a shift (increase), too, if the wellhead
pressure is below degassing pressure.
Due to the minimal temperature difference (< 2 K), the pressure effect is expected to
be the dominating driver of the SIcalcite , despite the high sensitivity of calcite SIcalcite on
temperature. The small temperature difference during normal production is also confirmed by Bauer et al. (2014).
The scale driver p(CO2) and hence the SIcalcite can be shifted by two different processes
(Figure 3). The first process is that p(CO2) is shifted due to the total pressure contrast
(blue bars at facilities 7, 8, 9, and 17). Then the amount of p(CO2) shift depends on the
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Table 3 Time period of pipe installation, depth of pipe below surface, scale rates
at the wellhead, produced water volume = Q, calcium ion concentration [Ca2+]
measured at the wellhead, and scale-related decrease of calcium ion concentration [%]
in the production pipes and underlying casing
Site

Time

Pipe, m

Period

Rate wellhead,

Q,

[Ca2+],

 [Ca2+],

µmol/(m2 · s)

Mio. m3

mmol/L

%

10

07/2016 –03/2017

970– 0

1.7

2.0

0.25

1.71

9**

12/2014–03/2015

800–0

2.8

0.7

0.51

2.14

9

10/2016–03/2018

680–0

3.0

5.6

0.51

1.50

9

10/2012 - 03/2018

980–680

2.5

16.2

0.51

0.80

8*

10/2012–03/2013

860–0

2.4

0.6

0.42

3.40

8*

08/2013–12/2013

860–0

3.2

0.7

0.42

1.50

8*

12/2013–09/2014

860–0

2.4

1.9

0.42

2.50

7

15/2015–02/2017

520–0

1.6

1.7

0.59

1.25

17

11/2016–10/2017

670–0

3.8

4.1

0.85

1.68

6

12/2013–11/2016

880–0

1.9

3.0

0.93

0.72

6

12/2015–06/2017

880–0

1.9

4.9

0.93

0.69

6

08/2010–12/2015

1800–850

1.0

16.9

0.93

1.10

Calculations marked with * and ** are based on gauge measurements of Herbrich (2016), respectively Wanner et al. (2017)

pressure drop between reservoir and wellhead, and on the initial p(CO2). The other process is that p(CO2) and SIcalcite are shifted due to a high total gas load (see also Figure 2).
This high gas load promotes CO2-stripping, even when the pressure contrast between
reservoir and wellhead is low. This second process becomes particularly important at
low wellhead pressures. This can be seen from the SIcalcite at standardized wellhead
pressure (red bars), which is significantly higher than the SIcalcite at real wellhead pressure (blue bars) for facilities 5, 7, 8, and 9. Site 5 is the only site, where CO2-stripping is
already active at real wellhead pressure (blue bars).

Mass balance

In a next step, we tested by a mass balance approach, whether scale formation can be
derived from hydrochemical samples at the well head. Table 3 summarizes the scale rates
at different sections of all investigated sites with a full data set of scale rates from the ESP
to the wellhead. Facilities 6 and 9 provide, in addition, also the scale rate below the ESP.
Also shown in Table 3 is the resulting reduction of the calcium ion concentration due
to scale formation. The results show that hydrochemistry changes only little on the way
up, since only 0.7–3.4 % of the dissolved calcium ions precipitate. On the average, the
calcium ion concentration decreases by 0.8–1.0 % on the ascent from the reservoir to the
pump. This lies within the analytical errors, and implies that scale formation cannot be
directly monitored by hydrochemical analyses at the wellhead. Instead, thickness measurements of scales are indispensable.
This finding is in contrast to earlier studies (Wanner et al. 2017) who measured strong
variations of the calcium ion concentrations (from 0.10 mmol/L to 0.48 mmol/L) at the
wellhead during 10 measurements distributed over one year. The authors concluded
that these variations are caused by varying calcite precipitation. Our mass balance
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a
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c
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e

f

Fig. 4 Correlations between scale rate at the wellhead of the production pipe and different parameters
with indication of error bars. Data points labeled with site number. Red data points: reliable data. Grey data
points: less reliable or particular data (site 9: many different pumps, site 5: scale thickness according to facility
operator). a Scale rate against  log (pCO2) between reservoir and wellhead. b) Scale rate against  between
reservoir pressure and wellhead pressure. c) Scale rate against  pH between reservoir and wellhead. d)
Scale rate against reservoir temperature. e) Scale rate against SIcalcite at the wellhead. f)  between reservoir
pressure and wellhead pressure against wellhead SIcalcite . The black line shows the theoretical pressure
dependence of SIcalcite as calculated with PHREEQC. Linear regressions k(x), f(x), g(x), and h(x) between
parameters and scale rate

demonstrates that scaling effects cannot be derived from hydrochemical samples at the
wellhead. The variations of the hydrochemistry at the wellhead are more likely caused by
time-dependent variable dissolved ion concentrations, different proportions of infiltrating waters from higher geological strata, or by changes of the flow dynamics in the reservoir. The small calcium ion depletion on the way through the production pipe, coupled
with fully turbulent conditions, has also an implication on the scale limiting process. It
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c

Fig. 5 Correlation between scale rate at the wellhead (mol/(m2 · s)), production rate (a), reservoir
temperature (b), and frequency of pump changes (c). Data points labeled with site number. Red data points:
reliable data. Grey data points: less reliable or particular data (site 9: many different pumps, site 5: scale
thickness according to facility operator). The dark blue data points are the observed scale rates at facilities
where hydrochemical analyses but no hydrochemical model were available

suggests that mass limitation can be ruled out as the scale-limiting process. Instead, the
surface-reaction kinetics are the limiting factor.

Suitable parameters for scale rate prediction

The driving forces of scale formation identified in Figure 3 ( log (pCO2),  total pressure,  pH, and SIcalcite ) are plotted against the scale rate (Figure 4). Furthermore, also
the reservoir temperature is plotted against the scale rate. The data points in Figure 4
are color-coded according to their validity. The red-coloured data points denote representative and reliable sites. The grey-coloured data points are less representative or less
reliable. This distinction was made because the scale thickness at site 5 derives from the
information of the facility operator, and was not measured by ourselves. Site 9 is marked
grey, and considered special since it was subject to different experiments, where different pumps and pipe coatings were tried leading to increased scale rates. Evident correlations are observed between scale rate and the parameters  log (pCO2),  total pressure,
 pH, and SIcalcite . This confirms that  p(CO2) is the main scale driver at the wellhead,
which leads to a shift of the pH and SIcalcite . Considering  p(CO2) a higher | p(CO2)|
leads to higher scale rate. If  log p(CO2) is smaller than -0.12 scales are expected. Scale
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formation is, furthermore, observed at a pH increase of at least 0.10 - 0.12. Also at a
SIcalcite > 0.16 scale occurs.
In Figure 4 f ), the SIcalcite is linked to the total pressure showing a good correlation,
too. This is because the total pressure effect on the SIcalcite is stronger than the temperature effect as explained before (Figure 3). Therefore, total pressure correlates with the
scale rate, as well, with an onset of scale formation at a  total pressure of 200 - 250 bar.
Due to the causal correlation of the parameters  log (pCO2),  total pressure,  pH,
and SIcalcite to the scale rate, empirical linear regressions were plotted in the diagrams,
which can be used for scale rate prediction. Linearity of the regressions is justified due to
the almost linear increase of p(CO2) SIcalcite with decompression (see Additional file 2).
The regressions are derived from the red marked data points which are considered representative for sites in the BMB.
In contrast to the other parameters, no clear correlation between scale rate and absolute temperature can be seen. This is because the strong influence of temperature on carbonate scale formation is limited to the minimal temperature loss  T between reservoir
and wellhead (see Figure 3).
The scale rate at site 5 is lower than expected from the regression with SI and pH.
This indicates that kinetic aspects play a significant role at this facility. Due to the particular slow start cycle of the ESP at this site, degassing in the pipe might be reduced
compared to other sites. This could lower the scale rate. Another explanation for the
low scale rate at site 5 is that in the reservoir or during rise of the fluid, mixing corrosion
occurs, caused by inflow of waters from higher strata. This leads to a lower SIcalcite than
calculated in Figure 3, and the geothermal water is not in hydrochemical equilibrium
with the reservoir rock.
Use of operational parameters for scale rate prediction

We have now identified the thermodynamic driving parameters for scale formation
( log (pCO2),  total pressure,  pH, and SIcalcite ), and have presented the measured
scale rates at the wellhead. In a next step, we assessed if the operational parameters production volume, and frequency of pump changes are also suitable for scale prediction
by plotting them against scale rate at the wellhead (Figure 5 a) + c)). For these plots, all
13 investigated facilities with available operational and hydrochemical data are included,
also those, for which no hydrochemical model was built. For this extended data set, the
easily available parameter temperature is also once again plotted against scale rate, to
verify if still no correlation is observed.
Figure 5 a shows that scale rate correlates with higher production rates. However, this
kinetic factor is not the main causal driver of scale formation and is hard to isolate. Yet,
a higher production rate causes more turbulence due to increased  total pressure in
the pump which kinetically promotes scale formation to an unknown extend. On the
other hand, increased turbulence also promotes heat transfer to the surrounding rock,
and therefore reduces scale formation. This second effect is mainly only relevant during
starting phase. Thus, production rate will likely promote scale formation due to degassing but this kinetic effect cannot be quantified due to the complex interaction with
other parameters.
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Fig. 6 Crystal sizes and scale rate at one facility measured at the water side at different depths, here site 10
as an example. The crystal sizes at other facilities show the same increasing trend from the pump outlet
(simulation point 4) to the wellhead (simulation point 5). n = number of measurements
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Fig. 7 Correlation between scale rate at the wellhead (mol/(m2 · s)) and production rate (L/s). Data
points labeled with site number. The dark blue data points are the observed scale rates of several
facilities. The bright blue data points are scale rates of these facilities modeled by the regression
g(x) = - 3.92 · 10−6 + 1.96 · 10−8 · x based on  pressure (x). a (left) shows also the red and grey data points
used for the development of the regression while b (right) shows only the new blue data points used for
validation. Observed and modeled values are identical for sites 2, 10, 13, and 15

In Figure 5 b, temperature shows a correlation to scale formation. However, the true
scale drivers behind this are  log p(CO2) and  total pressure as shown in the sections
before. The higher temperatures are just an effect of the geothermal gradient but do not
cause the scale formation. Therefore, temperature only seemingly controls the scale rate.
Figure 5 c shows that in most cases, the frequency of pump changes correlates with the
scale rate. Moreover, this is, again, a co-dependency: scales cause pump failures, not the
other way around. Therefore, the number of pump changes is affected by scales but is
not a suitable scale predictor. The frequency of pump changes can be increased by many
other technical problems than scalings, too, as it is the case for site 10.
To summarize, the parameters presented in Figure 5 only have a limited use for the
prediction of the scale rate, and should not be used.

Use of crystal size for scale rate prediction

Figure 6 tests if crystal sizes can be used for scale rate prediction by linking scale kinetics to the crystal size in vertical direction of one selected site. We have seen in Figure 4
that SIcalcite controls the scale rate, and increases towards the wellhead. Furthermore,
SIcalcite controls also the crystal size (Beck and Andreassen 2012; Larsen et al. 2006). A
high SIcalcite is expected to correlate with a high scale rate and low crystal size. However,
Figure 6 shows the opposite. Here, crystal sizes between 200 - 1000 µm at the water side
show an increasing trend towards wellhead. This contradiction shows that the crystal
size may not be a good indicator of the scale rate.
The contradiction can be explained if film flow occurs in the upper part of the pipe.
Then crystal size at the wellhead could be high due to a local low SIcalcite.
Validation of scale rate prediction at the wellhead

Figure 7 validates how well the regression based on the total pressure difference (Figure 3 b) works for the prediction of scale rates at other, not yet modeled, facilities. While
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Fig. 8 Measured development and modeling of precipitation rates as a function of pressure at the
investigated facilities with the indication of investigated time period, produced volume of geothermal
water, fluid temperature, and modeling points. Red lines: scale rate modeled with existing hydrochemical
models (PHREEQC). Green lines: scale rate modeled based on experimental regression between SI (x) and
scale rate (f(x) = - 4.86 · 10−6 + 2.96 · 10−5 · x) at the wellhead. *Scale thickness from Wanner et al. (2017)
implemented (site 9), **Scale thickness based on data from Herbrich (2016) (site 8)

for facilities 2, 10, 13, and 15, predictions work fine, facility 6 has a slightly higher scale
rate than predicted, and facilities 3a and 3b plot below their modeled scale rates.
The higher scale rate at facility 6 might be due to the high number of pump changes
or due to strong degassing. The reason why facilities 3a and 3b do not have scales at the
wellhead of the production well even though it is predicted by the model might be that
the particular high oil content in the thermal water of that site might inhibit scale formation or the attachment on the walls (Sanjuan and Girard 1996; Zhao and Chen 2013;
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Karabelas 2002; Avramov 2009). However, oil was not quantified in this study, and is not
implemented in the hydrochemical model, either. Furthermore, oil could also promote
scale formation since oil droplets can serve as crystallization nuclei (Huang et al. 2019).
If oil droplets attach to the pipes, scales can grow.
Validation of scale rate prediction along the production pipe

Until here, we have validated our regressions for the prediction of the scale rate only
at the wellhead. Now, we test how well the SI-to-scale rate regression depicts the scale
development along the production pipe at six facilities with a consistent hydrochemical
model (Figure 8). Additionally, we also apply the scale rates suggested by Plummer et al.
(1978) using PHREEQC to see if this model or our new regressions yield better results.
The observed scale rates increase from the pump to the wellhead, where they reach
1.5 - 4.1 µmol/(m2 · s).
The scale rates modeled with PHREEQC show a qualitatively correct picture. Given
the very small temperature gradient and the high pressure gradient, the SIcalcite and the
scale rates increase towards the wellhead, as expected.
However, the PHREEQC model fails at the quantitative simulation of the scale
rates. The modeled rates are one order of magnitude higher than the measured ones.
This problem could reasonably be solved by introducing a strong inhibitory factor, e.g.
by modifying the surface-to-volume-ratio. Also other studies found that scale rates in
real settings are often strongly inhibited by magnesium (Svensson and Wolfgang 1992;
Zaihua et al. 1995; Herman and Lorah 1988). Here, also oil could have an inhibiting
effect on scale formation (Sanjuan and Girard 1996; Zhao and Chen 2013; Karabelas
2002; Avramov 2009). Another explanation why the modeled rates are too high can be
that the calcite precipitation kinetics implemented in PHREEQC are based on dissolution experiments, not on precipitation experiments. The backwards reaction, i.e. precipitation may happen more slowly than the dissolution reaction.
Even if the order of magnitude of the scale rate were corrected by an inhibition factor,
there is a second problem of this model: the measured strong increase of the scale rate
along the production pipe is not depicted by the model. The model greatly underestimates the effect of the SIcalcite on the scale rate. This issue cannot be solved without an
arbitrary modification of the SIcalcite term in the rate equation of Plummer et al. (1978)
and, therefore, without changing the whole model in a non-intended way.
While the PHREEQC model fails at predicting the scale rate, the scale rate-to-SI
regression presented in Figure 4 matches more or less the measured scale rates at sites 7,
8, and 17. Site 9 has higher rates than modeled which can be attributed to many pump
starts, which lead to a more frequent and stronger degassing in the ESP followed by
disruption of the carbonic acid equilibrium. To summarize, the new introduced regressions can also be used for scale rate prediction along the production pipe, and are not
restricted to the wellhead.
The shapes of the measured scale rate plots host also additional information which can
give a hint to particularities of the sites. Some facilities show a slightly exponential scale
rate increase, which deviates from the almost linear expected shape. These differences
indicate kinetic effects due to degassing. As far as the degassing effects are concerned,
degassing in the ESP leads to a kinetically limited stripping of CO2 into gas bubbles, and
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Fig. 9 Left: Schematic drawing of production side at site 6 (not to scale). Middle: Scale rate in the casing
(black line) of that site calculated from MFC measurements in 2010 and 2015 with measurements available
only below water level. The scale rate in the production pipe (blue and green line) was determined from
three time periods. Right: Modeled scale rate based on the regression in Figure 4 b

to an increased SIcalcite (Wanner et al. 2017) but still without reaching thermodynamic
equilibrium. This effect slows down the scale kinetics. At the same time, however, these
gas bubbles gradually redissolve, also kinetically limited. This effect, in contrast to stripping, accelerates scale formation, since stripping keeps on going even if gas bubbles are
thermodynamically unstable.
An exponential increase of the scale rate indicates degassing in the pump with only
a slow redissolution of gas bubbles towards the wellhead. This exponential shape can
slightly be seen at sites 7, 8, and 10 (only red data points). The high degassing pressures
of sites 7 and 8 support this.
Where the shape of the curve looks more like a confined exponential growth (site 6),
this indicates a fast redissolution of gas bubbles above the ESP.
Even though a kinetic effect of Mg-inhibition on the calcite scale rate at the investigated facilities is likely according to the literature (Gutjahr et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2001),
Mg-inhibition does not clearly show from the observed scale rates, and cannot be quantified from it. For example, facilities 16 and 17 have the same Mg2+ concentration but
one of it has a lot of scales while the other has no scale at all (see Table 2). This indicates
that for modeling of the investigated sites, thermodynamic parameters (here SIcalcite ) are
more important than kinetic effects.
Moreover, the shape of scale rate along the pipe is generally also reproducible for each
facility, independent of the produced volume. This means that the surface roughness and
effective surface area (plain tube wall vs. precipitates on the wall) does not change much
over time. This is evident from site 6 where the scale rates during different time periods
yielded similar scale rates, although the produced volumes differ by a factor of 3. However, the shape of the scale rate curve is not reproducible if different types of ESP are
used or if the operational modes change. Therefore, site 8, which was subject to different
ESP types and different operational modes, shows different shapes during different time
intervals. A particular feature at site 8 is the increased scale rate closely above the pump
which could be caused by the increased degassing from the high number of ESP changes
and start cycles. This demonstrates that the kinetics of degassing can be influenced by
the operator.
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Site 9 shows also a particular feature: this site experimented with coated surfaces
(Wanner et al. 2017). The coated pipes scaled slower at the very early stages (Figure 8,
black data points) but once a continuous scale layer was attached (blue data points), the
scale rate was equal to the uncoated pipes.
In general, looking at all presented measured scale rates (Figure 7, Figure 8), it can be
concluded that the thermodynamic drivers  p(CO2), and total pressure work fair for
scale prediction. In contrast to that, the kinetic effect of stripping due to the gas load is
small. This is evident from the facilities 2, 3a, 3b, and 5 which have no or only little scales
despite high gas loadings (Figure 2, 7)
This observation is closely restricted to the applied wellhead pressures. If the wellhead
pressures of these facilities were lower, the kinetic effect might become much stronger
leading to more scales at these sites. This shows that the thermodynamic scale drivers
cannot be avoided by the facility operator but measures can be taken to reduce kinetic
effects by increasing the wellhead pressure. Furthermore, reducing the number of pump
starts and load changes to a minimum can reduce degassing, CO2-stripping, and scale
kinetics.
Validation of scale rate prediction at the ESP and below

At a last step, we have a closer look at the region around the ESP and motor (Figure 9).
This part of the geothermal system (see Figure 1, simulation points 3 and 4) is particularly critical for scale formation since it shows large pressure and temperature changes.
Therefore, the prediction of scale rates is extended to this section of the thermal cycle
according to the pressure-to-scale rate regression in Figure 4 b).
Figure 9 shows a schematic drawing of the well design (left), together with the real
scale rate (middle) calculated from the MFC-inspection, and the modeled scale rate
(right) calculated from the regression in Figure 4 b). The real scale rate is zero in the
9 5/8”-diameter pipe. Here the MFC indicated even a diameter increase (corrosion). In
the 13 3/8” casing, scale buildup starts and increases towards the ESP. Then due to the
higher pressure at the outlet of the pump, the scale rate in the 8 5/8” production casing
is lower again. With further decompression in the production pipe (8 5/8 ” and 11 3/4 ”),
the scale rate increases again towards the surface. In the 16 ” casing surrounding the
production pipe, no scale is observed.
The modeled scale rate below the ESP (9 5/8” and 13 3/8” casing) is qualitatively in
accordance with the real scale rate. However, in the model, scale starts at lower depths
than observed, and also the modeled scale rates are smaller than predicted. This indicates
that already a smaller pressure contrast than expected from the regression in Figure 4 b
can lead to scale. In the 16 ” casing surrounding the production pipe, the regression in
Figure 4 b can generally not be applied due to the different conditions. Here, the water is
not exchanged as in the production pipe so that mass limitation prevents scale buildup.
Regarding the scale drivers in the section below the ESP (9 5/8”, and 13 3/8” casing),
the scale in that section is caused by the decreasing partial pressure of CO2 with decreasing total pressure (Tanger and Helgeson 1988; Shock et al. 1992; Parkhurst and Appelo
2013; Hörbrand et al. 2018). Here, degassing and stripping are not expected since there
are no extreme pressure jumps. In contrast to that, in the production pipes (8 5/8 ”, and
11 3/4 ”), also degassing influences the scale rate.
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In general, one must keep in mind that the real scale rates in the 9 5/8”, 13 3/8”, and
16” casing are derived from MFC measurements. This indirect measurement method
involves high uncertainties. Therefore, scale rate prediction for this section is less accurate than scale prediction in the production pipes. Therefore, a deviation from of the
modeled scale rate from the observed scale rate derived from the MFC is not necessarily
wrong but may be an artefact of different measurement approaches.
Conclusion

This study presents a comprehensive dataset of empirical calcite scale rates including
16 sites in the BMB and 1 site in Upper Austria. Scale driving parameters are identified
and regressions for the prediction of scale rates are derived. The regressions are validated. In addition, the scale rates are also modeled with existing models (PHREEQC),
and the results are compared to the results from the regressions.
The measured scale rates in the production pipes of 13 facilities range from 0 - 1.5 µ
mol/(m2 · s) above the pump to 1.5 - 4.1 µmol/(m2 · s) at the wellhead. The scale rates are
too small to allow a prediction of the scale rate based on the change of the hydrochemistry throughout the production pipe.
Also, as seen in our results, the measured scale rate is systematically overestimated by
existing hydrogeochemical models (PHREEQC) yielding scale rates which are one order of
magnitude too high. One reason for this overestimation are inhibitory effects mainly caused
by Mg2+, oil, organic acids, or shear stress. Another reason is that the calcite precipitation
kinetics implemented in PHREEQC are based on dissolution experiments, not on precipitation experiments. The backwards reaction, i.e. precipitation may happen more slowly than
the dissolution reaction. Furthermore, these models cannot depict the strong increase of the
scale rate from the pump to the wellhead, and are hence insufficient. While these models are
well suitable for thermodynamic equilibrium calculations, they hence require improvements
when used for the calculation of calcite scaling kinetics. This observation is not restricted to
the thermal waters from the Bavarian Malm aquifer but is expected to apply also to other
geothermal systems with comparable hydrochemistry, pressures, and temperature.
However, scale rates can be predicted by empirical regressions based on thermodynamic parameters by intensive analysis and modeling. Here, based on 6 facilities, the
SIcalcite is linked to the scale rate by the regression
f(x) = −4.86 · 10−6 + 2.96 · 10−5 · x , where x represents SIcalcite.
The scale rate can roughly be approximated based on the pressure contrast between
the reservoir and the wellhead, already without modeling, with the empirical regression
g(x) = - 3.92 · 10−6 + 1.96 · 10−8 · x, where x represents pressure. The rationale behind
this regression is that temperature changes and temperature effects in the production
pipe are much smaller compared to pressure effects. Scale rates calculated with the
regressions are validated at seven other facilities and roughly fit most of them.
Deviations from the predicted scale rates are mostly attributed to kinetic effects (CO2
-stripping, Mg-inhibition, oil, and shear stress on the pipe surfaces due to the fluid
flow). Kinetic parameters are hard to study since several parameters change at the same
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time. Therefore, until now, they cannot be explicitly implemented in the scale prediction. However, our results show that reasonable scale prediction is already possible
based solely on the thermodynamic parameters ( log (pCO2),  total pressure,  pH,
and SIcalcite ) since they are more important than the kinetic effects. Nevertheless, kinetic
effects are indirectly incorporated in the presented regressions since the scale rate is a
result of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters. Therefore, the order of magnitude of
the modeled scale rate is correct, but the kinetic effect cannot be differentiated between
the facilities.
The presented regressions for calcite scale prediction are valid for geothermal carbonatic waters with a temperature of 105 - 140 ◦ C, pressure of 5 - 400 bar, and a pH of
6.5 - 6.8. A pH of 6.2 - 7.0 is possibly still acceptable. The indicated pH refers to the modeled conditions inside the pipes and not to the pH measured during water sample collection after cooling and at atmospheric pressure. Proper scale rate prediction is reached
for the production pipe, while the regressions underestimate the scale rate below the
ESP. The regressions can be transferred with caution to geothermal waters from other
carbonatic aquifers as long as the temperature, pressure, and pH are within the range
of validity. Major differences in the other hydrochemical parameters may also lead to a
derivation from the regressions.
Future research should aim for the extension of the empirical data set to refine the
regressions presented in our study. A larger data set consisting of multiple scale measurements at different sites, together with an implementation of a hydrodynamic model
could allow to explicitly include kinetic parameters in the prediction of scale rates. This
might require the installation of additional sensors in the production pipe. Furthermore,
an interesting research aspect is the kinetic effect of oil and shear forces at the fluid–
crystal interface on the scale rate.
In the wider technical and economical context, the acquired improved process understanding and the quantitative scale prediction are expected to be very useful. Our manuscript may help the operators to identify the critical points and develop targeted counter
measures. Possible counter measures include addition of chemical inhibitors such as
polycarboxylates which need to be biodegradable according to the regional regulations
of the Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt. The addition of CO2 to the produced fluid
represents another option to reduce carbonate scale. The scale distributions presented in
this manuscript show the need of application of these inhibitory measures already below
the ESP. Where no counter measures are available, scale prediction helps the planning of
maintenance intervals and the risk assessment of technical failures already based on the
hydrochemical conditions and on the operational parameters.
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